
15:30 – 16:00 
Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30
Panel 6: Parenthesis in Philosophy

Chair: richard H. armstrong (Houston)

Felix Christen (Heidelberg): artemidorus and the Question of method in freud’s In-
terpretation of Dreams

Christoph Horn (Bonn): the parenthetical presence of ancient ethics in modern
moral philosophy

James Porter (Berkeley): rachel Bespaloff reads (Homer)

20:00 
Conference Dinner

Saturday, June 3, 2023

10:00 – 11:00
Panel 7: Parenthesis in Translation

Chair: maria C. pantelia (irvine)

Richard H. Armstrong (Houston): translating for the dead: Love, Loss, and Learn-
ing in moshe Ha-elion’s Homeric translations into Ladino

Stephen Harrison (oxford): inside and outside: david Hadbawnik’s translation of
vergil’s Aeneid

11:00 – 11:30 
Coffee Break

11:30 – 13:00
Panel 8: Parenthesis in Narrative
Chair: John t. Hamilton (Harvard)

Martin M. Winkler (virginia): narrative and parenthesis: from Homeric simile to
Cinematic flashback

Closing Remarks by the trends organizers

13:00 – 14:00 
Lunch
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the rhetorical figure of the parenthesis is employed as a means of exploring
historical and theoretical approaches to reception studies, where antiquity
is considered as simultaneously “in” (en-) and “to the side of” (para-) the

modern work. as in a parenthetical statement, the ancient source could be said
to be a part of and apart from the modern version.

the conference considers the theoretical aspects of parenthesis and its con-
sequences for the understanding of the reception of Graeco-roman literature
in antiquity and modern times.

the papers explore the following questions:

▪ How does the tension between inside and outside motivate or challenge
tradition?

▪ What strategies of inclusion and exclusion are at work, and how might
they be evaluated?

▪ What are the theoretical implications of considering the received past
as both inserted into the present while remaining somehow apart from
the present?

since the topic is multifaceted and interdisciplinary, scholars from Classical
studies and other fields such as philosophy and aesthetics, modern and com-
parative literature and cultural studies will address all aspects of parenthetical
reception of antiquity in theory and in specific literary texts or other artistic
media.

program
Thursday, June 1, 2023

9:30 – 10:00
registration and Greetings

Franco Montanari (Genova) & Antonios Rengakos (thessaloniki)

10:00 – 12:00
Keynote Lecture

John T. Hamilton (Harvard): 
a part apart: niobe in Günter Grass’ The Tin Drum

Panel 1: Parenthesis in Rome
Chair: theodore d. papanghelis (thessaloniki)

Richard Hunter (Cambridge): roman Comedy and (Greek) Comedy
Therese Fuhrer (münchen): filling narrative Gaps in (ps-)senecan tragedy

12:00 – 12:30 
Coffee Break

12:30 – 14:00
Antje Wessels (Leiden): Catullus & Calvus on How to Write a poem - Catull 51 as

parenthesis and paratext
Karin Schlapbach (fribourg): (in)validating parentheses in the song of the parcae

(Catullus 64)
Thomas Tsartsidis (münchen/thessaloniki): negotiating roman identity in pru-

dentius: inclusion and exclusion of traditional roman norms

14:00 – 15:00 
Lunch

15:00 – 17:00
Panel 2: Parenthesis in Scholarship and History

Chair: franco montanari (Genova)

Mark-Georg Dehrmann (Berlin): Classic philological theory and the figure of paren-
thesis (schlegel, Boeckh, schleiermacher)

Constanze Güthenke (oxford): scholarship as parenthetic form
Miriam Leonard (London): antiquity “in/to the side of” revolution
Alexandra Lianeri (thessaloniki): parentheses of time: antiquity’s disconnective

futures

17:00 – 17:30 
Coffee Break

17:30 – 18:30
Panel 3: Parenthesis in Drama

Chair: martin m. Winkler (virginia)

Eckart Goebel (tübingen): three Witches – three Unities: aristotle in Macbeth
Martin Vöhler (thessaloniki): embracing antiquity: Brecht’s Antigonemodell 1948

20:00 
Wine Reception

Friday, June 2, 2023

10:00 – 11:00
Panel 4: Parenthesis in Art

Chair: James porter (Berkeley)

Christopher Wood (new york): reversible nestings of the mythic and the real
(velázquez, The Drinkers)

Daniel Orrells (London): illustration in and to the side of eighteenth-Century anti-
quarianism

11:00 – 11:30 
Coffee Break

11:30 – 13:00
Michael Lüthy (stuttgart): fragment-Bodies: rodin’s and rilke’s torsos
Evina Sistakou (thessaloniki): the Classics in viennese modernity: a Hesiodic paren-

thesis in Gustav klimt’s Beethoven Frieze
Brooke Holmes (princeton): parentheses, rings, and Cosmological experimenta-

tion: from Cy twombly’s Fifty Days at Iliam to a History of sympathy

13:00 – 14:00 
Lunch

14:00 – 15:30
Panel 5: Parenthesis in Poetry

Chair: stephen Harrison (oxford)

Michalis Chrysanthopoulos (thessaloniki): the Unpublished flirt with antiquity, a
parenthesis in C. p. Cavafy’s early poetical Work

Richard Thomas (Harvard): Lyric parentheses, Horace to dylan
Stella Alekou (ioannina): rethinking ovidian Womanhood in Carol ann duffy’s The

World’s Wife


